Common Thread

Planks

EF Contract®
We’re EF Contract.

Part of the fastest-growing, most progressive family of flooring companies, we stand for confidence in quality, relentless service and doing right by all.

Our products are inspired by you: offering the broadloom and modular carpet, kinetex (textile composite flooring) and resilient flooring that you want and need, that you’ve been seeking but unable to find, until now.

Every collection, pattern and colorway are created with best in class performance and in pursuit of design that is simply beautiful.

Our carpet has transformed the flooring industry with its durability, ease of maintenance and design flexibility. We have 12-foot-wide broadloom carpet and wide-ranging modular formats including squares, planks and skinny planks — as well as patterns and colorways that enable a custom look to every floor. Install coordinating products or even multiple colors of a single design to create variety within your space.
Designed to interplay with Artisan, Common Thread lives up to its name. This versatile tile can mix and mingle with several EF Contract products, providing a new layer of flexibility to flooring design.
Style | COMMON THREAD | TCMT
--- | --- | ---
Construction | TEXTURED LOOP |  
Fiber Type | PRECISIONCOLOR™ TECHNOLOGY USING ENCORE® SD ULTIMA™ |  
Dye Method | SOLUTION DYED |  
Ounce Weight | 18 OZ / YD² |  
Gauge | 1/10 IN |  
Backing | NEXUS® MODULAR |  
Density | 9 257 |  
Size | 12" X 48" MODULES |  

COMMON THREAD | CMT14
GOLDEN INTUITION

COMMON THREAD | CMT38
TEAL HARMONY

COMMON THREAD | CMT47
SAGE AFFINITY

COMMON THREAD | CMT49
INDIGO SPIRIT

COMMON THREAD | CMT51
FEWTEK RAPPORT

COMMON THREAD | CMT56
PLATINUM BLEND

COMMON THREAD | CMT58
GRAPHITE LINK

COMMON THREAD | CMT75
MINK ESSENCE

COMMON THREAD | CMT76
BARK INTEGRATE

COMMON THREAD | CMT77
OBSIDIAN MELD

COMMON THREAD | CMT98
PLUM CONCORD

COMMON THREAD | CMT99
GRAPHITE LINK

COMMON THREAD | CMT14
GOLDEN INTUITION

COMMON THREAD | CMT38
TEAL HARMONY

COMMON THREAD | CMT47
SAGE AFFINITY

COMMON THREAD | CMT49
INDIGO SPIRIT

COMMON THREAD | CMT51
FEWTEK RAPPORT

COMMON THREAD | CMT56
PLATINUM BLEND

COMMON THREAD | CMT58
GRAPHITE LINK

COMMON THREAD | CMT75
MINK ESSENCE

COMMON THREAD | CMT76
BARK INTEGRATE

COMMON THREAD | CMT77
OBSIDIAN MELD

COMMON THREAD | CMT98
PLUM CONCORD
Fiber

**PRECISIONCOLOR TECHNOLOGY™**

PrecisionColor Technology™ is a pioneering accomplishment in patented fiber cabling and heat-set process that allows products to achieve a space-dyed appearance with 100% solution-dyed fibers.

Moisture

Are high levels of moisture in your concrete slab causing issues with your project's floor covering? We can help.

- Nexus Modular Carpet with TileTabs - 99% RH
- Cost-efficient
- Long-term performance
- Straightforward, easy-to-understand Lifetime warranty
- Requires no special floor preparation

**RH/pH Warranty**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warranty: Installed With TileTabs</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warranty: Installed With Comm(ial) Premium Adhesive (non-vented)</td>
<td>Lifetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty: Installed With Any Other Adhesive</td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max RH, pH Installed Without Sealer</td>
<td>90% RH, pH 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max RH, pH Installed With Commercial (ial) Premium Sealer</td>
<td>99% RH, pH 11 (TileTabs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97% RH, pH 11 (Commercial(ial))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional

**TileTabs®** High Tack Adhesive Tabs (modular only)

**Technologies**

**PROTEX® SOIL RELEASE**

Protex is a proprietary soil release technology that is applied and bonded to the tile fiber to impede soiling and to improve cleanability. It is standard on all EF Contract flooring products.

Optional

**PROSEPT® ANTIMICROBIAL**

**SENTIR® ADVANCED ODOR BLOCKING TECHNOLOGY**

©2019 Engineered Floors LLC - This unique design is protected under the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976. Any unauthorized copying or duplication of this design constitutes copyright infringement in violation of federal law.

Due to the unique visual characteristics of modular carpets, pattern repeats and pattern run-off seams may appear more noticeable than in broadloom carpets. Such visual characteristics do not constitute a manufacturing defect, and as such, should be considered when selecting modular carpet and its installation. These photographs are representations of the installation for this modular product. Your modular installation may look different than these photos depending upon individual tile placement, lighting and overall space layout, including furnishings. Final tile placement and the resulting visual is thus the customer’s, and not EF Contract’s, responsibility.

To learn more, visit: EFCONTRACTFLOORING.COM